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We have studied factors that influence the development
of
dendritic
morphology
in hamster retinal ganglion
cells. By
combining fluorescent
retrograde
tracing with in vitro Lucifer
yellow injection into fixed retina, cells with appropriate
and
inappropriate
visuotopic
projections
have been compared.
In adult hamsters, cells with an aberrant ipsilateral
projection
from the nasal retina display a uniformly sparse dendritic
morphology.
However, following
monocular
enucleation
at
postnatal day 0 (PO), this population
displays a significantly
enhanced
dendritic complexity
in the adult. By contrast, removal of one eye at P6 or at P12 produces
progressively
less effect. These results suggest that dendritic complement
of the adult aberrant projection
can be regulated
by altering
the early postnatal axonal environment.
The development
of aberrant
ganglion
cells was investigated to determine
the relative influences
of cell death and
dendritic remodeling
in shaping the composition
of the adult
aberrant population.
Aberrant cells were found to be indistinguishable
from other cells in nasal retina throughout
early
development.
After ganglion
cell death (Pl-P12)
is over,
aberrant cells still display a full range of cell types. However,
at eye opening (P16) they undergo a rapid loss of dendritic
complexity
by remodeling.
By P22, aberrant cells display a
uniformly sparse dendritic morphology.
When hamsters were
raised in the dark between
P12 (the end of ganglion
cell
death) and P22, this severe remodeling
was blocked.
This
block was maintained
when hamsters were dark reared to
P42. Hence, both dark rearing and monocular
enucleation
at
PO produce similar effects on the development
of visuotopically inappropriate
hamster retinal ganglion
cells.
We speculate
that the patterns of dendritic sculpting that
we have observed
reflect activity-mediated
modulation
of
dendritic
form via retrograde
signals from the terminal arbors. This has implications
for retinal ganglion cell morphological classification
and, more generally,
for mechanisms
that influence the dendritic development
of other neurons in
the CNS.
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Retinal ganglion cells have provided a useful model for investigating the development of precise and characteristic morphologiesin central neurons. In particular, the relative contributions of extrinsic factors and intrinsic “blueprints” to the
emergenceof morphological classeshave beenwidely discussed
(for an overview, seeChalupa and Dreher, 1991). For example,
retinal ganglion cell axons develop stereotyped adult axonal
morphologiesfrom initially more exuberant projections. Individual axons may display early transient branchesto inappropriate target nuclei (Ramoa et al., 1989; Bhide and Frost, 1991;
R. J. T. Wingate and I. D. Thompson, unpublished observations). Within a target, immature axons may be topographically
inaccurate(Simon and O’Leary, 1992)or terminate in the wrong
laminae (Sretavan and Shatz, 1984). Finally, the precise,classspecific morphology of axonal arbors emergesonly relatively
late in development (Sur et al., 1984). It is also clear that the
processesthat refine ganglion cell axons may be mediated by
spontaneous(pre-eyeopening) or visually driven correlated retinal activity (Archer et al., 1982; Sur et al., 1982; Kalil et al.,
1986; Shatz and Stryker, 1988; Sretavan et al., 1988; Hahm et
al., 1991).
By comparison, dendritic development in retinal ganglion
cells is less well understood. While it has been convincingly
demonstratedthat retinal ganglion cell dendrites showa degree
of territorial “competitive” behavior in defining the extent of
their dendritic arbors(Perry and Linden, 1982;Eyselet al., 1985;
Leventhal et al., 1988) the complexity ofbranching within these
territories appearsto be intrinsically determined(Montague and
Friedlander, 1989, 1991; Sakaguchi, 1989). This is despitethe
observation that all mammalian retinal ganglioncellsappearto
undergo a period of dendritic elaboration followed by pruning
(cat: Dann et al., 1987, 1988; Ramoa et al., 1987, 1988;rabbit:
Wong, 1990; rat: Perry and Walker, 1980; Yamasaki and Ramoa, 1993; hamster: Lau et al., 1992; ferret: Wingate and
Thompson, unpublished observations). Various studies have
soughtan explanation for retinal ganglioncell dendritic remodeling (Lau et al., 1990, 1991; Wong et al., 1991). A strong temporal correlation points to exuberant growth and remodeling
being intimately involved with synaptogenesis(WPssle,1988).
The implicit assumptionis that dendritic remodelingwill hence
be regulated intraretinally (Bodnarenko and Chalupa, 1993)to
the exclusion of target influences.However, exuberant dendritic
“spines” are not overt synaptic sites(Wong et al., 1992) nor is
their removal influenced by patterns of retinal activity (Lau et
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Table 1. For each experimental group, the number of animals used is
shown along with the total number of cells that were fully analyzed

Developing

Adult

Grouv

Animals

Cells

Pl
P6
P12
P14
P16
P22
P22 dark
Normal
En0
En6
En12
P42 dark

5
4
3
2
5
3
5
23
11
6
3
3

41
68
33
40
21
31
28
71
30
18
21
15

(16)
(36)
(27)
(20)
(13)
(22)
(28)
(36)
(30)
(18)
(21)
(15)

The number of aberrant cells within each total is shown in parentheses. A small
proportion of the P 12 sample came from P13 hamsters. Similarly, a small number
of the ordinarv aanalion cells in the P22 samole came from a P20 hamster. Eve-

opening is at Plj/lz

in the hamster. Cells from the P16 sample hence came from

both hamsters with partially
at P42.

and fully opened eyes. Hamsters

are sexually mature

al., 1990; Wong et al., 1990) or “dendritic competition” (Lau
et al., 1991). In the following study, we present evidence that
large-scaledendritic remodelingin centralneuronscanbe strongly
influenced by the environment at the axonal terminals.
By usinga combination of retrograde tracer (rhodamine latex
microspheres;Katz et al., 1984)and intracellular Lucifer yellow
injection in fixed tissue (Dann and Buhl, 1987) we can first
label projection populationsand then sampletheir detailed dendritic morphology (Ramoa et al., 1987, 1988; Wingate et al.,
1992). We have focusedupon one particular population of visuotopically inappropriate ganglioncellsin the nasalretina. They
are distinct from their retinal neighbors in that they project
ipsilaterally, rather than to contralateral targets. Birthdating
studiesby Reeseet al. (1992) suggestthat this population of
ganglion cells should display a variety of dendritic morphologies. However, the adult nasal ipsilateral projection is representedby a single, distinct, sparselybranching dendritic class
(Wingate and Thompson, 1989). We examine the emergenceof
this morphology and the consequencesfor normal development
of manipulating terminal interactions either by early monocular
enucleation, or by altering normal retinal activity by dark rearing.
Materials and Methods
A total of 47 adult hamsters and 27 hamster pups were used for these
studies (see Table 1). For neonatal surgery, hamsters at PO or P5 were
anesthetized by ether inhalation, while older animals (Pl l-P21) received an injection of a dilute solution (1:4) of alphaxalone 0.9% and
alphadolone 0.3% (Saffan, Pitman-Moore, Uxbridge, UK, i.m., equivalent dose of 2 ml kg’ at full concentration). For adult surgery, hamsters
were anesthetized with pentobarbitone sodium (Saga@ RMB Animal
Health Limited, Dagenham, UK, 60 mg kg-‘). In one group of animals,
monocular enucleations of the right eye were performed at PO, P6, and
P12. In a second group, hamster pups were placed with their mothers
in the dark at P12. The latter subsequently received only a limited
exposure to light, during anaesthesia and the injection of retrograde
tracer (24 hr before perfusion), and during the administration of a lethal
overdose. A third group of hamsters was raised without any manipulation prior to retrograde tracer injection.
Tracer injections were made into monocular animals at adulthood,
into dark-reared animals at P2 1 and at P42 and into normal hamsters
at a range of postnatal ages, 1 d prior to intracellular injection of retinal

ganglion cells (see Table 1). After craniotomy, the cortex overlying the
thalamus and midbrain was aspirated, and multiple injections of rhodamine latex microspheres (Lumafluor Inc., New York) were made
unilaterally into the visual pathways, under air pressure.through fine
glass pipettes (total volume of 0.7-3.0 ~1 devendina on aae).
Animals were killed by an overdose-of pentobaqbitonesodium
(Sagatal, RMB Animal Health Limited, Dagenham, UK, 120 mg kg-‘)
after appropriate survival times (1 d in neonates, and up to 5 d in
adults). The retinas were lightly fixed by intracardial perfusion with 1%
paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, dissected out, and flatmounted in 0.1 M phosphate buffer to be examined under UV epifluorescence. Retrogradely labeled cell bodies were identified and selectively impaled with glass micropipettes. Cells were then iontophoresed
with Lucifer vellow (Siama: 15% in 0.1 M LiCl: Ramoa et al.. 1988) and
their detailed dendhtii mbrphologies were reconstructed from serial
photomicrographs. A small number of the cells were found not to be
double labeled with retrograde tracer on later inspection (17% of all
neonatal cells and 3% of adult cells). Because cells with an appropriate
decussation pattern are the vast majority ofall ganglion cells, such singlelabeled neurons were included in the nonaberrant ganglion cell sample,
providing that a sufficient length of axon was visible to distinguish them
from amacrine cells. The numbers of fully reconstructed cells are given
in Table 1. An image analysis system (Seescan plc, Cambridge, UK)
was used to measure soma area, arbor area and the number of dendritic
terminal segments, or tips, in reconstructed cells. The fractal dimension
(Mandelbrot, 1977) a scale-independent measure ofdendritic branching
complexity, was calculated by a pixel dilation protocol (Flook, 1978).
Full details of the methods of intracellular injection and morphological
analysis are given elsewhere (Wingate et al., 1992). Tracer injection sites
were examined to ensure that beads had not crossed the midline.

Results
Projection populations of retinal ganglioncellswere always initially identified by making multiple injections of fluorescent
tracer (rhodamine latex beads)unilaterally into the thalamus
and mid-brain of adult and neonatal hamsters.A total of 418
cellswere then intracellularly injected with Lucifer yellow, drawn
from serial photomicrographs, and digitized for quantitative
analysis.The pattern of ganglion cell body labelingin the retina
following unilateral retrograde tracer injection reflects the pattern of axonal decussationat the optic chiasm. Figure 1 shows
the labeling pattern in an adult animal. Bead-filled ganglioncells
are found acrossthe whole of the contralateral retina. In the
retina ipsilateral to the injection sites, the majority of labeled
cells were limited to a distinct temporal crescent.A small population of cells outside the temporal crescent,in nasalretina, is
also labeled and constitute the nasalipsilateral projection.
To discriminate between populations of cells with different
projections, we usethe term ordinary to describeretinal ganglion
cellswith axon targeting that is appropriate for binocular vision.
Thesecomprise the contralateral projection and the ipsilateral
projection from the temporal crescent.This population contains
a heterogeneousmix of cell classes,which we group together on
the basisof their axonal targets. The ipsilateral projection outsidethe temporal crescentis describedasaberrant in that, unlike
other nasal retinal ganglion cells, their axons fail to crossthe
midline at the chiasm and therefore the majority cannot make
congruent binocular visual maps. While such a projection is
anomalousin termsof conventional visual pathways, an obscure
functional role cannot be completely excluded and this possibility is further consideredin the discussion.
The following resultsare divided into three parts. In the first
section,the rangeof retinal ganglion cell types found in normal
adult hamster is described. We briefly discussthe problemsof
using subjective and objective measuresof cell type and compare the populations of ordinary and of aberrant ganglioncells.
In the secondsection, the morphology of cellswithin the nasal
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aberrant ipsilateral projection are examined in adult animals
that have had one eye removed at PO, P6, or P12 (EnO, En6,
and En 12, respectively). Finally, we compare the morphological
development of cells in nasal retina that have an aberrant ipsilateral projection with that of ordinary retinal ganglion cells,
and we investigate the effect of dark rearing on aberrant cell
development after the period of ganglion cell death is over.
Retinal ganglion cells in normal, adult hamsters
Normal adult hamster retinal ganglion cells can be divided into
three broad classes on the basis of their dendritic morphology.
We use the classification system of Perry (1979) which identifies
rodent retinal ganglion cells as types I, II, and III. Figure 2A
shows examples of ordinary cells that represent these broadly
defined groups.
Type I cells (Fig. 2Ai,ii) have a high degree of dendritic complexity with an open branching structure that is similar to that
of type I cells in the rat. As in the rat, there appears to be a
morphological diversity within this group. Type I hamster cells
can either have regularly branching arbors (Fig. 2Ai) or more
disordered, curvy dendritic branching (Fig. 2Aii). This appears
to correlate with the division of the rat type I group into respectively, a-cells (Peichl, 1987; Fukuda et al., 1988) or &cells
(Peichl, 1989). We did not attempt the neurofibrillar stains that
would provide a diagnostic test for presence of a-cells (Peichl
et al., 1987) and discriminate them from b-cells. In addition,
we did not identify inner as opposed to outer stratifying retinal
ganglion cell types. In the rat, stratification of subtypes provides
an additional source of heterogeneity within the type I class
(Fukuda et al., 1988; Peichl, 1989).
Type II cells are typified by tightly branching dendritic trees
that are generally smaller than neighboring type I cells (Fig.
2Aiii-v). These cells are homologs of type II cells in the rat
(Perry, 1979) and are reminiscent of the “tight” r-cell morphologies found in the y-cell cluster in the ferret (Wingate et
al., 1992). Cells within the type II division bear the greatest
number of short dendritic spines, although spine coverage is
neither even throughout the dendritic tree, nor universal among
type II cells. Although type II cells are characteristically asymmetric (as in the rat, Yamasaki and Ramoa, 1993) the direction
of axonal outgrowth is independent of the axis of dendritic
asymmetry. There is no class of cells in the hamster that could
be described as homologous to the carnivore P-cell.
Type III cells (Fig. 2Avi,vii) have sparsely branching dendritic
trees with a low dendritic territorial coverage. Again, this class
displays a strong homology with the equivalent type III cells in
the rat retina (Perry, 1979).
Quantifyingdendritic
morphology. While the dendritic archetypes of each class as represented in Figure 2A are distinct from
one another, the borders between types of cell are blurred at
their extremes. Complex type I cells resemble type II cells, while
sparse type I cells overlap the most complex type III cells. Ordinary populations of retinal ganglion cells are composed of a
mixture of different classes of dendritic arbors within a continuous variation. To avoid problems associated with spurious
classifications, we use a scale-independent measure of dendritic
complexity, the fractal dimension (D,), to compare the dendritic
composition of heterogeneous populations as a whole (Wingate
et al., 1992). In this way statistical comparisons of morphological differences are made possible. But how good are such parameters in replicating observer categorization?
Quantitative and qualitative approaches are compared in Fig-
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Figure I. Schematic diagram showing how different populations of
retinal ganglion cells are identified by their projections. Unilateral multiple injections of rhodamine fluorescent beads are made into the midbrain and thalamus. The beads are subsequently taken up by ganglion
cell axon terminals from both retinas. The contralateral retina is uniformly covered by labeled cell bodies, but in the ipsilateral retina labeled
cells are concentrated in a temporal crescent. A small number of labeled
cells lie outside the ipsilateral temporal crescent and comprise the aberrantpopulation (the size of this population peaks at around 1400 cells
by P4, but by P12 it is in the adult range of 200-300 cells; I. D. Thompson, P. M. Cordery, and C. E. Holt, unpublished observations).

ure 2B, in which fractal dimension is plotted againstsomasize
for each member of the population of ordinary retinal ganglion
cells.The different symbolsrepresentcell type asscoredby three
observers (further details in the figure caption) and the size of
the symbol increaseswith the degreeof observer concordance.
A cell for which there is no observer agreementis reduced to a
single point. Overall

agreement

between

observers is highly sig-

nificant (K = 0.6 1, where K varies from 0, no agreement,to 1,
completeconcordance;z = 7.3; p < 0.000 1;Siegeland Castellan,
1988).
It is clear that fractal dimension offers a simple parameterby
which to separatetype III cells from type I and type II. Above
fractal dimensions of around 1.25, most cells are subjectively
classifiedinto the latter classes.It is also clear that ambiguities
increaseas type III cells becomequantitatively more complex.
Within the band of higher fractal dimensions,type I and type
II cellswere sufficiently distinct to be subjectively identified on
the basisof branching style alone. In the hamster, soma size’
does not offer a useful means of discriminating between cell
classes.
The aberrant nasal ipsilateral projection. Figure ,3A showsa
representative sample of retinal ganglion cells that could be
demonstrated to contribute axons to the aberrant ipsilateral
projection from outside the retinal temporal crescent.It is immediately apparent that the overriding majority of these cells
have a type III dendritic morphology (Fig. 3Ativ,vi). Occasional
examples of cells with a higher dendritic coverage are found
(Fig. ~Av), but never any cells that would correspond to the
most complex type II dendritic morphology. Figure 3B shows
the subjective

identification

of these cells in the plot of soma

size againstfractal dimension. As for ordinary cells, the fractal
dimension is again a robust predictor of type III morphologies.
As D, rises above D, = 1.25, cells are scored as type I. It is
interesting that observer concordancein identifying more com-
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Figure 2. A, Ordinary hamster retinal ganglion cells: drawings made from serial photomicrographs of Lucifer yellow-filled cells with appropriate
visuotopic projections. Retinal ganglion cells of type I (i and ii), type II (iii-v), and type III cells (vi and vii) are shown. Asterisks denote axons.
Scalebar, 50 pm. B, Fractal dimension is plotted against soma size for each of ordinary cells that were reconstructed. Symbols represent different
cell types as scored by three independent observers (star, type I; circle, type II; triangle, type III). Symbol size is proportional to the level of agreement
between the observers (largest, complete concordance; intermediate, two of three; dot, no agreement). Cells were viewed at random and embedded
within a much larger number of dendritic arbors from different populations. All cells were magnified to the same size for scoring cell type.
plex, “borderline” aberrant type III cells (ofD,= 1.2) was greater
than for ordinary type III cells. While the delimiting upper
values of type III complexity remained identical between populations, the confidence in defining cells above this level as nontype III is less than for ordinary cells. Comparing the aberrant
and ordinary populations, the median fractal complexity of aberrant ganglion cell dendritic arbors (Of = 1.133) is significantly
lower than that of ordinary retinal ganglion cells (0, = 1.307; z
= 4.157; p < 0.00006, for a two-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test; Siegel and Castellan, 1988). There is no significant
difference in the median value of the soma size or arbor size
between aberrant and ordinary cell samples.
The nasal ipsilateral projection in monocular animals
The implication of the previous section is that ganglion cells
projecting ipsilaterally from nasal retina constitute a distinct

morphological class. Is this association of dendritic morphology
and trajectory at the chiasm inevitable? Normal decussation
patterns can be perturbed by monocular enucleation early in
development. Removal of one eye at birth in the hamster results
in an enlarged uncrossed projection from the remaining eye:
fewer retinal ganglion cells die and the distribution of terminals
remains exuberant (Frost et al., 1979; Rhoades, 1980; Hsiao,
1984; Insausti et al., 1984, 1985; So et al., 1984; Woo et al.,
1985; Thompson, Cordery, and Holt, unpublished observations). Later enucleations have progressively less effect. Enucleation at P6 leaves uncrossed cell numbers only slightly increased
but stabilizes an exuberant terminal distribution, whereas, after
enucleation at P12, the remaining uncrossed projection resembles that in normal adults (Hsiao, 1984; Thompson, Cordery,
and Holt, unpublished observations). We have examined the
morphologies of ipsilaterally projecting ganglion cells in adult
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Figure 3. A, Retinalganglioncellswith an aberrantipsilateralprojectionfrom nasalretina.The majority of cellsare classified
astype III (i-iv
and vi). Cell v would be classified
as type I. Asterisks denoteaxons.Scalebar, 50 pm. B, Fractaldimension
is plottedagainstsomasizefor each
aberrantcell. Symbolsrepresentdifferentcell typesasscoredby threeindependentobservers(star, type I; circle, type II; triangle, type III), and
symbol sizes areproportionalto the levelof agreement
betweenthe observers.
Aberrantcellswereassessed
“blind” from a largermixedpopulation.

monocular animalsthat had beenenucleatedat PO(EnO), at P6
(En6) or at P12 (En 12). In this sectionwe will only discussthe
morphologiesof the aberrant retinal ganglion cells from nasal
retina, examplesof which are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4A showsrepresentative cells from the aberrant ipsilateral projection in adult hamstersmonocularly enucleatedat
PO(EnO). The number of cells with this projection is approximately twice asgreat as normal and it is immediately apparent
that the diversity of cell types representedin the population is
also increased.Cells correspondingto the full range of type I
(Fig. 4Aiii,iv,vi), type II (Fig. 4Aii,v,vii), and type III (Fig. 4Ai)
dendritic morphologiesare representedin the aberrant population. None of the individual cells would be distinguishable
from a neighboring, ordinary cell in nasalretina.
Figure 4B showsrepresentativemorphologiesof En6 aberrant
cellsthat display a greater dendritic diversity than normal. Like
the En0 monocular enucleatehamster,the incidenceof aberrant
cells with a type I morphology (Fig. 4Biji) is greater than in

unoperated animals,although the most regular and “a”-like of
type I cellswere not encounteredin our sample.Unlike the EnO,
type II cells(Fig. 4Biii) that display a tight, spiny dendritic arbor
were very rare. The proportion of sparselybranching, type III
cells (Fig. 4B) with an aberrant projection is closer to that in
intact animals.
Figure 4Cshowsrepresentativeaberrant cellsfrom adult En 12
hamsters.Unlike the aberrant population of the En6, the majority of cells are type III. In this sense,aberrant cells in the
En 12are indistinguishablefrom those in a normal adult animal.
Further quantitative analysisis presentedin Figure 5, which
plots fractal dimension againstsomasize for the EnO,En6, and
En 12 populations of aberrantly projecting cells (A, B, and C,
respectively). As in Figures 2B and 3B, symbol type indicates
cell class,while symbol size indicatesthe degreeof concordance
between observers in this subjective classification. In the En0
population of aberrant ganglion cells (Fig. 54) the number of
cells with a high value of fractal dimension is obviously in-
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Figure 4. Retinal ganglion cells with an aberrant ipsilateral projection from nasal retina in the remaining eye of hamsters monocularly enucleated
at PO, P6, and P12. A, Representative sample of aberrant cells from an adult En0 hamster. A variety of cell types are represented, type I (iii, iv,
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creased, reflecting the increased diversity of cell types. The median fractal dimension (D, = 1.272) of dendritic arbors in the
En0 population is significantly higher than in unoperated animals (z = 2.38; p = 0.017, in a two-tailed Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test). The same plot for En6 animals (Fig. 5B) reveals
an even distribution of dendritic complexities across the range
of fractal dimensions, but the increase in median fractal dimension (D, = 1.194) and hence dendritic coverage, was not
significant at the 5% level (z = 1.88, p = 0.06 I). Observer classification confirms the paucity of type II morphologies among
more complex aberrant cells in the En6 sample. Aberrant cells
in En12 animals (Fig. 5C) do not have a significantly higher
median fractal dimension (D,= 1.192) compared to that in intact
animals (D/- = 1.133: z = 1.17, p = 0.095). However, a statistical
comparison of the number of terminal segments in the En12
(median = 28) and intact aberrant population (median = 16.5)
reveals an increase in complexity at a higher significance (z =
2.11, p = 0.035). This suggests an increase in small branches
that are too short to contribute significantly to the coverage of
the arbor. To summarize, monocular enucleation at PO results
in a numerically expanded population of aberrant cells projecting from nasal retina that, in terms of diversity of dendritic
morphology, is essentially indistinguishable from the ordinary
appropriate projection. Later enucleations generate decreasing
diversity in the aberrant population. Is it possible that the diversity revealed by enucleation might be briefly apparent at
some early postnatal stage? To investigate the developmental
potential of the nasal ipsilateral projection, the postnatal development of ordinary and aberrant cells is contrasted in the
following section.
Postnatal dendritic development
Postnatal development of ordinary hamster retinal ganglion cells
and ofganglion cells with an aberrant projection, were examined
at Pl, P6, P12, P14, P16, and P22. In interpreting changes in
the composition of retinal ganglion cell populations through
development, it is important to note that retinal ganglion cell
death occurs postnatally and is effectively over by P12 in the
hamster (Sengelaub and Finlay, 198 1, 1982; Insausti et al., 1984;
Tay et al., 1986; Thompson, Cordery, and Holt, unpublished
observations). Within this period, the retina itself undergoes a
rapid increase in its surface area (between P6 and P 12) while
eye-opening occurs at P 15/ 16.
Ordinary cells. The development of ordinary retinal ganglion
cells is shown in Figure 6. At Pl , hamster retinal ganglion cells
are still in a very immature phase of development (Fig. 6A).
Median soma size (61.35 prn2) and arbor size (2087 pm2) are
considerably smaller than in adult cells (180.9 pm* and 28,090
KrnZ, respectively). Dendritic arbors are generally sparse and
typified by asymmetric branching where a small number of
longer processes of variable lengths are elaborated by short sidebranches. The limited diversity of dendritic branching styles
does not conform to any adult classification. The length of terminal segments can be much greater than the internodal dis-
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Figure 5. Fractal dimension plotted against soma area (in Fm2) for
aberrant cells with an ipsilateral projection from nasal retina in adult
monocular hamsters. A, En0 aberrant cells show a similar distribution
to ordinary cells. B, The En6 distribution shows less diversity and fewer
complex cell types. C, The En12 aberrant distribution is very similar
to that in an intact animal. Symbols correspond to cell type as defined
by observers (star, type I; circle, type II; triangle, type III), and symbol
size is proportional to the degree of observer concordance.

t
vi), type II (ii, v, vii), and type III (i). These cells are identical to ordinary ganglion cells with appropriate connectivity. B, Representative aberrant
cells from an adult En6 hamster: type I cells (i and ii), type II cells (iii), and type III cells (iv and v) are present in the nasal ipsilateral projection.
C, Representative cell drawings showing the range of aberrant cell arbors in an adult En 12 retina. The lack of diversity and predominance of type
III morphologies are similar to that in an intact hamster. The presence of dendritic spines on a number of aberrant En12 dendritic arbors is
noticeable at closer inspection. Dendritic spines are associated with immature dendrites in many mammalian retinas, but are also retained into
adulthood in individual ganglion cells of various classes. Asterisks denote axons. Scale bar, 50 pm.
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tances, and dendritic tips occasionally end in swellings that might
correspond to growth cones. Axons show unique features associated with their immaturity. Many P 1 ganglion cells display
short axonal side-branches close to the cell body (indicated by
arrows in Fig. 6A) and occasionally even intraretinal axonal
bifurcations. High-power photomicrographs in Figure 7, A and
B, contrast two Pl cells with different degrees of primitive dendritic arborization. In Figure 7B, small axonal spines elaborate
the first 5 pm of the axon initial segment, which is shown in the
inset (bottom right) at a higher power. While axonal spines are
transient, large initial corrections in retinal axon trajectory that
are evident in some cells (such as Fig. 7B) persist through to
adulthood.
Retinal ganglion cells at P6 still show relatively little diversity
of branching style and do not fall into adult retinal ganglion cell
classes (Fig. 6B). Cell soma sizes (median = 54.56 prnZ) and
dendritic arbor areas (median = 8 1,720 prn2) are only marginally
greater than at Pl , although dendritic coverage within individual
cells has clearly increased. Since the number of primary dendrites is the same at Pl and P6, an overall increase in the median
number of terminal segments per cell (32 at Pl, 60 at P6) implies
that most dendritic growth is due to interstitial branching from
existing dendritic trunks. The photomicrographs in Figure 7, C
and D, show branching styles at P6 in detail. As at Pl, a number
of dendrites show exuberant, anisotropic elongation of terminal
segments and arbors are yet to be restricted to discrete sublaminae within the inner plexiform layer.
By P12, adult cell types I, II, and III can be identified and
ganglion cell numbers have reached their adult level. The majority of dendritic arbors are restricted to a single layer of the
inner plexiform layer and dendritic spines are visible for the
first time (Figs. 6C 7E). Between P6 and P12, retinal area has
more than tripled from 6.1 f 1.7 mm2 to 23.0 * 3.5 mm2,
while median arbor area is approximately 10 times greater.
Some dendritic and axonal features that are typical of more
immature ganglion cells, still persist at P12: elongated dendritic
terminal segments are still found in some cells (Fig. 6C) and
club-like thickenings of some dendrites are reminiscent of growth
cones. Supernumerary axons and highly convoluted axon loops
close to the cell body are still visible in some cells; however,
the short axonal spines or side-branches that were seen at PI
and P6 are no longer apparent.
Between P12 and P16, dendritic arbors display a continued
elaboration of dendritic complexity at the finest level, while
immature features such as multiple axons are lost. With no
significant cell death in the population after P 12 (Sengelaub and
Finlay, 1982), it is logical to assume that these changes in morphology are due to plasticity in the processes, rather than addition or loss of individual cells. Very fine, filamentous processes
visible at P14 (at high power in Fig. 7F), contribute to the
extreme complexity of some of the dendritic arbors at this age
(Fig. 60). For the magnifications at which arbors are reconstructed, these processes lie at the extremes of resolution: their
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width is hence exaggerated in Figure 60. A notable feature of
this phase in development are the varying number and distribution of spines on dendritic arbors. Spine density does not
appear to correspond to any systematic variation in cell type.
At P16, cells appear at their most elaborate (Fig. 6E), and in
Figure 7, G and H compare the detailed morphology of a type
I and type II arbor, respectively. Although uneven in distribution, both the length and the density of spines are at their greatest.
Following eye-opening at P15 or P16, retinal ganglion dendritic arbors across the range of cell types lose complexity. While
spines may be retained in adulthood, no cells beyond P 16 show
the extreme degree of dendritic exuberance that is present before
the eyes open. The ganglion cells at P22 in Figure 6F, have a
comparable complexity to those in the adult animal (Fig. 2A).
At high magnification (Fig. 7Z), even where spines are still evident, their prominence is much reduced from extremes of elaboration seen at P16 (Fig. 7G,H).
Aberrant cells. An examination of the development of retinal
ganglion cells with an aberrant projection (Fig. 8) reveals that,
from Pl to P14, they display an entirely ordinary pattern of
growth and diversity. At Pl (Fig. 8A) and P6 (Fig. SB), aberrant
cells show a full range of characteristic dendritic and axonal
features that are associated with nonaberrant cells. Like ordinary
cells, at P12 (Fig. 8C) and P14 (Fig. 8D), aberrant ganglion cells
can be divided into adult types on the basis of their dendritic
type and exhibit exuberant twigs and spines. However, at P16,
the proportion of sparse dendritic morphologies dramatically
increases. High-power photomicrographs of the spiny region of
two complex P16 aberrant cells are shown in Figure 8, F and
G, in contrast to that of a sparse arbor (Fig. 8H). Despite the
difference in branching patterns, both complex and sparse arbors
can display an equal degree of fine-scale spiny elaboration.
The time course of dendritic development, as measured by
the fractal dimension, in ordinary and aberrant ganglion cells
is illustrated in Figure 9. In ordinary cells (Fig. 9A), the even
progression of changing dendritic complexity through early
growth, the phase of peak complexity and subsequent remodeling, is clearly charted by the changing distributions of fractal
dimensions in each age group. The quantitative dendritic development of aberrantly projecting cells (Fig. 9B), shows a very
similar pattern up to P 14, but subsequently the two populations
diverge. At P16, the median fractal dimensions of aberrant cells
(Of = 1.253) and ordinary cells (Of = 1.430) are already significantly different (z = 3.17; p = 0.00 16, for a two-tailed WilcoxonMann-Whitney test), and this difference is maintained through
to adulthood.
Aberrant cells are hence subjectively and quantitatively indistinguishable from ordinary cells beyond the completion of
cell death (P12) and throughout the period of peak dendritic
complexity (P14). Differences in this population seem to arise
rapidly at P 16 (day of eye opening is either PI 5 or P 16). Since
the numbers of cells remains stable after P12, we assume that

t
Figure 6. The postnataldevelopmentof ordinary retinal ganglioncellsis shownby representative
drawingsfrom serialphotomicrographs.
A,

Cellsat Pl showa characteristically
sparsedendriticmorphologywith asymmetrical
growthanda limitedelaborationof majordendritictrunks.
Axon side-branches
and bifurcationsarefairly commonat this ageand are markedwith arrows.B, At P6 retinalganglioncell arborsaremore
complex,but despiteanevidentdiversity theydo not fall into clearadult-likeclasses.
Axonal bifurcationsandside-branches
arelessapparentthan
at PI. Drawingsof Pl and P6 cellsareat the samemagnification.A representative
selectionof cell typesareshownat a lowerpowerin C (P12),
D (P14),E (P16),andF (P22).Adult cell typesfirst becomeclearat P12,undergoa phaseof dendriticelaboration(P12-P16)andthenremodeling
(P16-P22)asdescribedin Results.Asterisksdenoteaxons.Scalebar, 50 pm.
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Figure 7. High-power photomicrographs of ordinary retinal ganglion cells at various postnatal ages. A and B, Cells at PI showing a limited degree
of dendritic development. In B, the axon, which is out of focus in the main panel is shown at a higher power in the inset (scale bar, 5 pm). Three
spines emerge from the axon trunk proximal to the cell body. C and D, Cells at P6 showing immature but diverse dendritic phenotypes. E, P12
retinal ganglion cell of type I/II morphology. The arbor is asymmetric and the out of focus axon runs parallel to the orientation of the majority of
dendrites. F, Type I cell at P14 whose dendrites are elaborated with thin filamentous branches in addition to dendritic spines. G and H, Spiny
dendritic arbors of P16 type I and type II cells, respectively. I, Type I dendritic arbor at P20 from which the majority of transient processes have
been lost. Spines are retained and may persist to adulthood. Scale bar, 50 pm.

the predominant sparseaberrant phenotype is produced by an
excessive,regressiveremodelingofaberrant dendritic trees.This
event correlates well with the time of eye-opening and hence
the onset of patterned visual activity: is there a functional cor-

relation between the emergenceof the visuotopically aberrant
phenotype and changesin the patterns of retinal activity? In the
following sectionwe comparethe development of aberrant cells
in normal hamsterswith those from hamstersthat have been
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raised in the dark over the period of ganglion cell dendritic
remodeling.
Aberrant dendritic development after PI6 in normal and
dark-reared animals
Hamster pups were placed in the dark at P12, at the end of the
period of death in the ganglion cell layer. Cell morphologies
were examined at P22 and at P42, 1 week and 4 weeksafter the
eyeshad opened.Figure 10contrastsdendritic aberrant ganglion
cell morphologies from normal and dark-reared hamsters at
P22. Cellswith an aberrant projection in normal hamsters(Fig.
10A) show a typically sparsedendritic morphology. By comparison,aberrant cellsfrom dark-reared animals(Fig. 1OB)have
retained a diversity of complexity and range of cell types that
is similar to that of ordinary cells. Figure 10, C and D, contrasts
a normal and a dark-reared aberrant retinal ganglion cell of a
similar somaand arbor sizewhile the fine detail oftheir dendritic
arbors shownat high power in Figure 10, E and F, respectively.
Branching density is clearly lower in the aberrant cell from a
normal hamster (Fig. lOC,E), but dendritic spinesare present
on both arbors. Similarly, between populations, while spines
are retained on somedendritic arbors in both normal and darkreared populations, spine retention is not the basisof the observed differences.Rather, it appearsthat dark-rearing affects
the degreeof lossof major dendritic branches,while, just as in
normal development, spininessis independent of cell type.
Quantitative parametersof aberrant cell morphology for normal and dark-reared hamstersat P22 are compared in Figure
11. There are no significant differencesin the median values of
arbor size and somasize. However, there is a substantially enhanced quantitative complexity in the dendritic trees in darkreared hamsters:the upper range of terminal segmentsper cell
is obviously raisedwhile median terminal segmentnumber (per
cell = 95) is, in addition, more than twice the number in aberrant
cells from normal hamsters(per cell = 41; significant at z =
3.80, p = 0.00 1, for a two-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test).
Median dendritic coveragein dark-rearedaberrant ganglioncells
(D, = 1.349) is also significantly greater than in aberrant cells
from normal animalsat P22 (0, = 1.218; z = 3.28, p = 0.0001).
Does dark rearing simply delay the selective pruning of aberrant cells?We examined retinal ganglion cellsfrom hamsters
that were dark reared to P42, the onset of sexual maturity, and
found that the enhanceddendritic complexity of the aberrant
population was maintained. The median dendritic complexity
of aberrant cells from hamstersdark-reared to P42 (D/ = 1.313)
is significantly higher than normal (z = 4.093, p < 0.00006),
and almost identical to that of ordinary hamsterretinal ganglion
cells.
Summary
The observations on changing complexity in hamster retinal
ganglion cellsare summarized in Figure 12. The median fractal
dimensionsof samplepopulationsthrough development,in darkreared hamstersand in adult normal and monocularly enucleated animalsare plotted with 95% confidencelimits. The period
of cell death is also shown (Sengelauband Finlay, 1981, 1982;
Insausti et al., 1984; Thompson, Cordery, and Holt, unpublished observations). It is clear that, simply in terms of overall
dendritic complexity, the aberrant population diverges from
ordinary cellsonly after cell death is complete.Both dark rearing
(to P22 and P42) and monocular enucleation at PO have significant effects on the differential regressiveremodeling of ab-
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errant cells that occurs after eye opening. The effects of eye
removal at P6 and P12 are progressivelylesspronouncedin the
adult morphology of aberrant cells.We discussthe significance
of these findings in terms of a possibleretrograde mechanism
as one component in the regulation of dendritic form.

Discussion
In this article we have examined factors that influence the development of hamster retinal ganglion cells. We describehow
an initially diverse population of ganglion cells with a visuotopically aberrant projection is remodeled during normal development to produce an adult population that is characterized
by a sparsedendritic morphology. The dendritic sculpting occurs after the period of ganglioncell death, around the time of
eye opening. Dark rearing over this latter phaseof remodeling,
from P12 to P22, blocks the selective loss of complexity in
aberrant cells.If dark rearing is maintained then the complexity
of aberrant cells remainsenhanced.The early diversity of ganglion cell morphology within the aberrant ipsilateral projection
can also be stabilized by removing binocular competition for
axonal terminal territory. When one eye is removed at PO,the
aberrant population in the remainingeye of the adult En0 hamster showsa full rangeof morphological types. The composition
of the aberrant population showsprogressivelylessdiversity of
form in an En6 hamster, and in the En12 hamster, where the
population closely resemblesthe aberrant projection in intact
animals.
Both the freeing of axonal territory for the ipsilateral projection (by monocular enucleation within a sensitive period) and
the prevention of patterned visual input (by dark rearing) dramatically alter the normal developmental pattern in visuotopically aberrantly projecting cells. We proposethat aberrant cells
develop a normally sparsedendritic morphology becausethey
are functionally “downregulated” at eye opening. This conclusion and its consequencesfor understandingboth the origins of
retinal ganglion cell types and the role of retrograde factors in
central neuron development, are fully discussedbelow.
The statusof the uncrossedprojection from nasal retina
Before consideringour results, it is worth examining the nature
of the retinal ganglion cell population that projects ipsilaterally
from nasalretina. One interpretation is that thesecellsconstitute
developmental errors, reflecting somestochasticelementin fiber
routing at the chiasm. An alternative view is that the projection
hasa distinct, asyet unknown, function in adult visual systems.
We consider the former explanation more probable. In terms
of visual function, cellswith an uncrossedprojection from nasal
retina cannot contribute to a congruent binocular visual map
and their retinal coverage(estimatedat 0.18) is very low. Therefore, they cannot form the coherent sampling mosaic that is
classicallyseenasa requirement of a functional retinal ganglion
cell class(Wbsle et al., 1981). Developmentally, the population
displays a diversity of morphological types at a time well after
ganglion cell death is complete, suggestingthat the apparently
uniform adult morphology masksan initial plurality of ganglion
cell type. This conclusion is strongly supported by the birthdating studies of Reeseet al. (1992). In addition, during the
period of ganglion cell death, many of the cellsin the uncrossed
projection from nasalretina are preferentially eliminated (Martin et al., 1983; Insausti et al., 1984; Jeffery, 1984), a fate that
characterizesother cellswith retinotopically inappropriate projections (O’Leary et al., 1986).
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A final consideration is whether the uniformity of dendritic
morphology of this projection in the intact adult reflects sampling errors. Any study that seeks to deduce a change across a
population of cells from “snapshots” of isolated cohorts is compromised by whether it is consistently examining a representative sample of that population. For our study, the proportion
of intracellularly filled cells within the relatively small aberrant
nasal population is, in fact, reasonably high. The significant
events in which we are interested occur only after the population
has fallen to its adult size of around 200 cells. In any particular
animal, up to 10% of all aberrant cells might be filled with
Lucifer yellow in a single retina. By comparison, for the contralateral projection composed of ordinary ganglion cells, this
sample rate might be as low as 1 in 10,000.
The selective remodeling of aberrant ganglion cells and the
eflects of dark rearing
One of the basic findings of this study is that the characteristic
type III morphology of ganglion cells projecting ipsilaterally
from adult nasal retina is generated, by the selective loss of
dendrites, from an initially diverse range of morphologies. The
early dendritic development of the aberrant population is indistinguishable from that of ordinary ganglion cells. There is a
gradual increase in complexity up to P16 but subsequently, while
ordinary cells show the subtle remodeling reported in other
studies (Dann et al., 1987, 1988; Ramoa et al., 1987, 1988; Lau
et al., 1992; Yamasaki and Ramoa, 1993; Wingate and Thompson, unpublished observations), aberrant cells are dramatically
resculpted. As argued above, this process is unlikely to reflect
a sampling error, nor can it be explained by selective loss of
cells-it occurs too late in development. Cell death in the ganglion cell population of the hamster is complete by eye opening
(P12; by the number of degenerating cell bodies: Sengelaub and
Finlay, 198 1, 1982; and by retrograde tracer studies: Insausti et
al., 1984; Thompson, Cordery, and Holt, unpublished observations; P16 by optic fiber counts: Tay et al., 1986) and can
hence only affect the composition of populations before the period of dendritic pruning begins.
The normal remodeling of ordinary retinal ganglion cell dendrites is preceded by a phase in which processes are elaborated
by smaller dendritic spines. This pattern, observed in other
mammals (cat: Dann et al., 1987, 1988; Ramoa et al., 1987,
1988; rat: Perry and Walker, 1980; Yamasaki and Ramoa, 1993;
hamster: Lau et al., 1992; ferret: Wingate and Thompson, unpublished observations), suggests that spine acquisition and
dendritic remodeling are related. The retraction of spines does
not appear to depend on normal patterns of retinal activity, as
it occurs following dark rearing or intraocular injections of tetrodotoxin (Lau et al., 1990; Wong et al., 199 1). Indeed, in our
study, spines are equally well represented on cells from darkreared and normal hamsters at P22. However, dark rearing
significantly alters the development of major dendritic branches
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Figure

9.

on retinal ganglion cells with visuotopically aberrant projections. The only other study linking significant changes in dendritic morphology with neural activity is that of Bodnarenko
and Chalupa (1993), who have reported that blockade of glutamate receptors prevents the development of dendritic lamination patterns associated with ON- and OFF- ganglion cells.
Our observation that simple deprivation of light interferes
with the normal modification of dendritic form allows us to
speculate about the location of the regulating mechanism. By
dark rearing from P12 to P22, the hamster is deprived of virtually all visually driven activity over the critical phase of retinal
ganglion cell dendritic remodeling. For the vast majority of
retinal ganglion cells this procedure produces no discernable
effect (Lau et al., 1990). The dramatic effects of dark rearing on
dendritic pruning are restricted to cells that are only distinguishable from their neighbors by the laterality of their axonal
projection. Therefore, we suggest that the cues that trigger excessive dendritic remodeling in aberrant cells are derived axonally. By contrast, studies that have manipulated retinal ganglion cell density and hence “dendritic competition” report that
interaction between neighboring ganglion cells in the retina can
profoundly affect dendritic arbor shape (Perry and Linden, 1982;
Eysel et al., 1985, Leventhal et al., 1988) and size (BBhr et al.,
1992) but probably not complexity (Lau et al., 199 1).

t
8. The develoument of aberrant retinal ganglion cells with an ipsilateral proiection from nasal retina. A, P 1 cells show characteristic features
of>arly retinal ganglion cell dendritic and intraietinal axonal development. hhrr~w
marks an intraretinal axonal bifurcation. Axons are marked
with asterisks. B, Similarly at P6, small proximal intraretinal axonal side-branches are highlighted. Dendritic diversity is equivalent to that of
ordinary cells. Cells at Pl and P6 are shown to the same magnification. C, Cells at P12, at a lower magnification, showing a full range of dendritic
complexities. D, P14 aberrant retinal ganglion cell morphologies. A rare intraretinal axonal bifurcation is arrowed. E, Type I, II, and III aberrant
retinal ganglion cells with an ipsilateral projection from nasal retina. The proportion of type III cells is higher than in an ordinary sample of cells.
High-power photomicrographs of P16 aberrant cells are shown in the subsequent panels: F, type I cell; G, type II cell; and H, type III cell. All
three dendritic types are covered with dendritic spines regardless of the overall dendritic complexity. Scale bars, 50 pm.
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Figure 10. The effects of dark-rearing from P12-P22 on aberrant dendritic morphology. A, Aberrant cells from normal P22 hamsters show the
normal, adult sparse morphology. B, Aberrant cells from dark-reared hamsters are considerably more dendritically complex and resemble ordinary
retinal ganglion cells. Axons are marked with asterisks. Dark rearing was initiated at P12, after the reported period of death in the ganglion cell
layer was complete (Sengelaub and Finlay, 1981, 1982; Insausti et al., 1984; I. D. Thompson, P. M. Cordery, and C. E. Halt, unpublished
observations). C, Photomicrograph of a P22 aberrant cell from a normal hamster. D, Photomicrograph of a P22 aberrant retinal ganglion cell from
a dark-reared hamster. High-power photomicrographs of the dendritic arbors of these two cells are shown in E, and F, respectively. Scalebars, 50
0.

While the long-term effects of dark rearing seem to indicate
that a visual blockade can permanently block the selective remodeling of aberrant cells, further experiments are required to
determine ifthis effect is reversible, or whether a sensitive period
for dendritic remodeling exists as for dendritic competition (Eysel
et al., 1985).

Monocular enucleation and target interactions
Superficially at least, the results of early enucleation are consistent with the hypothesis that interactions at the terminals
influence the dendritic morphology of the aberrant retinal ganglion cells. Removal of one eye at birth in rodents leaves the
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uncrossedretinal terminals expanded acrossthe target nuclei.
Physiologically, unlike an intact animal, it is possibleto record
receptive fields corresponding to inputs from nasal retina
(Thompson, 1979;Rhoades,1980;Jeffery and Thompson, 1986).
The stabilization of initially exuberant connections in the En0
hamster is associatednot only with a full complement of dendritic morphologiesin the adult aberrant cell population, but
alsowith increasednumberswithin this population. We would
argue that dendritic diversity arises becauseterminal stabilization protects against later dendritic pruning at eye opening.
However, the differential “rescue” of more complex ganglion
cell types that might otherwisehave died cannot be discounted
asan explanation for the overall increasein aberrant dendritic
complexity. The later the enucleation, the smalleris the number
of rescueduncrossedganglioncellsand the smallerthe incidence
of aberrant ganglion cells with complex morphology. In En6
hamsters,the number of uncrossedcells is lessthan in an En0
animal but there is still terminal exuberance (Hsiao, 1984;
Thompson, Cordery, and Holt, unpublishedobservations).Correspondingly, the overall dendritic complexity of aberrant cells
is increasedbut not to the samedegreeas in an En0 hamster.
Whether the absenceof the most complex, type II, classin the
En6 aberrant population is correlated with reduced exuberance
in individual terminal arborsremains to be determined. It may
be significant that the incidence of receptive fields activated
through nasalretina in the uncrossedretinocollicular projection
of En6 animals is much reduced (Thompson, unpublished observations). Enucleation at P12 in the hamster neither rescues
cellsnor resultsin an enlargedadult uncrossedprojection (Hsiao,
1984; Thompson, Cordery, and Holt, unpublished observations) and hasonly trivial consequencesfor the morphology of
aberrant cells.
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Figure I1 _ Densityplotsof somaarea,arborarea,terminalsegment

number,andfractaldimension
for aberrantcellsfrom normalanddarkrearedhamsters
at P22.The valuefor theseparameters
is plottedalong
the x-axis for eachcellwhilethe displacement
alongthe y-axis within
eachsample
groupsisa randomized“jitter” to producenonoverlapping
points.Area andsomasizesarein prn2.

I
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Plot of medianfractal dimensionfor eachsamplegroup.
Error barsrepresent95%confidencelimits aboutthe median(McGill
et al., 1978).To the left the changes
in fractal dimensionareplotted
duringdevelopment
for ordinary(A) andaberrantQ populations.
The
approximateperiodofretinalganglioncelldeathisshownasahorizontal
bar. The medianfractaldimensionof aberrantganglioncellsfrom the
retinasof dark-rearedanimalsis alsoshownat P22(0) andP42(adult,
0). To the right the mediancomplexityof aberrantcellsis plottedfor
EnO,En6,and En12monocularhamsters(0).
Figure 12.

The absenceof an effect of enucleation at P12 is apparently
paradoxical given that we can manipulate aberrantcell dendritic
development after this age by simply altering visual input. Is
there a common mechanismthat canexplain the observedcomplexity of aberrant cells in both monocular and dark-reared
hamsters?If on the one hand, it is solely differential cell rescue
that causesincreasedcomplexity following early monocularenucleation, then these two results are indeed irreconcilable by a
singlemechanism:dark rearing after the period of cell death is
complete (P 12) cannot affect cell numbers.If, however, it is the
degreeof terminal exuberancethat regulateseventual dendritic
pruning, then increasedaberrant dendritic complexity in monocular and dark-reared animals could be explained within a
singlemodel: both early removal of one eye and visual deprivation prevent a dendritic downregulation of aberrant cells,
mediated by their axon terminals, that would normally occur
at eye opening.
Finally, although binocular interactions may ultimately determine dendritic complexity in aberrant cells, they cannot be
actively involved in the mechanismof dendritic modulation at
eye opening:aberrant cells in En 12 and in intact adult hamsters
undergothe samedegreeof remodeling regardlessof input from
the other eye. Hence the mechanism of retrograde dendritic
pruning at eyeopeningwould appearto be a monocularprocess.
Indeed, by P12 the inputs from either eye have already segregated into distinct zones at the target (Frost et al., 1979; So et
al., 1984; Insausti et al., 1985; Woo et al., 1985).
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A model for retrograde modulation of dendritic form
In this study we show that an excessive degree of dendritic
remodeling
in aberrant cells depends on activity-related
target
interactions.
While dark rearing and monocular
enucleation at
PO both produce similar effects, it is not possible to determine
whether the same mechanisms are involved. We hypothesize
that the final degree of dendritic complexity
for each aberrant
cells may reflect the physical extent of its axonal arborization
at the target. If a cell fails to gain adequate axonal synaptic
connectivity
through lack of correlated activity at the target, a
retrograde signal that promotes dendritic
remodeling
is selectively enhanced in this cell. This has the effect, in normal retinas,
of limiting synaptic input to the visual pathways from inappropriate sources. Such behavior has analogies in both the mechanisms that promote preferential
loss of aberrantly projecting
ganglion cells (Cowan et al., 1984; Fawcett et al., 1984; Thompson and Holt, 1989) and in processes that regulate cell numbers
and dendritic complexity in the PNS (Purves et al., 1988; Voyvodic, 1989).
For ordinary ganglion cells with appropriate
connectivity, the
predominant
determinant
of dendritic coverage appears to be
cell type that is intrinsic (Montague and Friedlander,
1989, 1991;
Sakaguchi, 1989), while the role of retrograde modulation
of
dendritic
form is negligible. However, the latter may have a
general role in the fine-scale adjustment of retinal ganglion cell
dendritic arbor complexities.
It is possible that retrograde modulation ensures a consistent matching of terminal and dendritic,
extent across neighboring
retinal ganglion cells. For the majority
of cells, differences in the degree of dendritic
fine tuning are
relatively small. The effects that we have described have only
been demonstrated
in a population
where topographic
aberrancy, and hence its consequences for dendritic pruning, are exaggerated.

Implications
It is likely that cells that display other kinds visuotopic aberrancy
will also be dendritically
“downregulated”
at eye opening. Preliminary results from Yamasaki and Ramoa (1989) indicate that
cells that have appropriate
decussation but then terminate at
visually inappropriate
sites within their target are predominantly of type III morphology
in the adult, but are more diverse
prior to eye opening. What proportion
of extremely sparse dendritic types, variously classes as y (cat: Boycott and Wassle,
1974; ferret: Vitek et al., 1985), 6 (cat: Leventhal et al., 1980),
or type III (Perry, 1979), are degenerate forms of more complex
cell types that have aberrant projections?
To what extent can
the diversity within a heterogeneous
class of cells, such as the
ferret y-cell (Wingate et al., 1992), be explained in terms of
variable accuracy in topographic
targeting?
Our results also have implications
for the development
of
other mammalian
central neurons. In general, target regulation
of dendritic morphology to the degree demonstrated
in the PNS
(Purves et al., 1988; Voyvodic,
1989; Goldstein et al., 1993)
has been ruled out in the CNS. Although cortical neurons may
develop characteristic
dendritic phenotypes through extensive
dendritic remodeling
(Koester and O’Leary, 1992; Vercelli et
al., 1992), intrinsic explanations
of dendritic diversity are preferred. Our results suggest that wherever dendritic exuberance
is observed the influence of the target cannot be excluded in the
formation
of adult dendritic
phenotypes. While the effect of
retrograde modulation
for the majority of cells is possibly neg-

ligible, its consequences may be extreme
from a precise developmental
“blueprint.”

for cells that deviate
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